
Temple Way cycle route

Summary
Temple Way currently carries some 1,700 cycle movements per day between Temple 
Circus and Station Approach. However, conditions for the large numbers of cycle 
journeys between Temple Meads and south Bristol are far less satisfactory. Bristol 
Cycling have identified how a modest investment could make a major difference to all 
those wishing to cycle to the Temple Meads / Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone area from 
the south.

A missing piece of key infrastructure
The short distance between the Temple
Way – Station Approach junction and Bath
Bridges. Currently the area has
benefitted from a series of new cycle
infrastructure, including:

• Clarence Rd cycleway – linking

Bath Bridges with Redcliffe
roundabout

• Cattle Market Rd – new Cycling

Ambition Fund segregated path
unlocking part of TQEZ earmarked
for development by the University
of Bristol

• Brunel Mile – walking and cycling

route linking Temple Circus with
Queen Square

• Existing shared paths linking

Temple Circus with the Temple Way – Station Approach junction.

Existing conditions
Despite the large number of cycle journeys on Temple Way, there are currently no 
continuous cycle facilities linking Temple Meads  with Bath Bridges gyratory. Existing 
conditions are unpleasant, with a six lane dual carriageway separating the western from 
the eastern sides of Temple Way. On the eastern side, many instances of cyclists on the 
pavement can be observed, interfering with pedestrians and bus passengers which 
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indicates the perceived danger. Many of these southbound cyclists then face a three or 
four stage crossing to reach the protected cycleway on Clarence Road – a highly 
inconvenient arrangement.

Proposal
A fully segregated cycleway is proposed for this section by taking advantage of the 
following factors:

• Need to create protected cycleway

• Need to avoid conflicts with pedestrians

• Opportunity of ‘dead’ space within the grass/paved strip and central reservation

• Opportunity due to no right turn into Temple Way – to create ‘with flow’ 

arrangements for cycles

The proposal is illustrated on the following page
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TQEZ SUMP
The proposal is entirely consistent with the Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone Sustainable 
Mobility Plan which notes:

• Key weaknesses: “Car dominated road layout creates major physical barriers and a 

oor environment for walking and cycling”; Good connections by bike from north 
and west but not south and east - this proposal directly addresses the main desire 
line on the eastern side of Temple Way

• “Segregated cycle lanes where feasible” score highly in SUMP sense check – this 

proposal is for segregated lanes free from the issues which occur with shared 
space. Recently pedestrian barriers have been introduced on Friary shared space 
due to conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles.

University of Bristol
The University of Bristol Temple Quay Masterplan is ideally located to take advantage of 
this proposal, providing direct access to the site from Cattle Market Road towards the 
city centre via Victoria Street

Summary Points
The following points illustrate the advantages of the proposal:

• Provides a continuous cycle-only route, removing conflicts with pedestrians

• No impact on signal timings at Station Approach junction – separate signal head 

for cycles linked to the Temple Way flows. Alternative of signalised crossing at the
Bath Rd exit onto Temple Way would likely create greater delays to traffic

• No impact on Bath Bridges signals – crossing from Temple Way to the central 

island with flow

• Can be joined by cyclists existing Station Approach either northbound or 

southbound

• Easy access for crossing to Cattle Market Road at existing signals

• Reduces one crossing stage for cycles from Temple Circus to Clarence Road

The following engineering constraint is noted:

• May require lane narrowing or reduction from 3 lanes to 2 on northbound Temple 

Way near Victoria House in order to accommodate 3m two-way cycleway; however
this is not considered a major constraint in terms of impact on traffic flow – the 
main constraint on traffic capacity appears to be the existing (soon to be 
remodelled) junction of Temple Way with Redcliffe Way.



Photos of Temple Way

Photo 1: Temple Way, southbound from existing
cycle path

Photo 2: Northbound from Bath Bridges end
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